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An overview on aspects about cooperating agents is presented. As multiagent
systems are various, we start with a classification of multiagent systems which is
particularly influenced by an article from Decker, Durfee, and Lesser [Decker& 89]. In
the following the aspects communication, planning, and negotiation are examined. On the
occasion of communication, the discussion is split into: no communication - simple
protocol - artificial language. The discourse on planning is broken into sections: from
classical to multiagent planning - a general multiagent planning theory - intention -
intention-directed multiagent planning. Finally, a summary of Brigitte and Hassan Lâasri
and Victor Lesser's negotiation theory will be presented.
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11. Introduction
This report deals with the aspects of cooperation in multiagent systems. Multiagent
systems form one direction in the research in distributed artificial intelligence (DAI); they
have to be distinguished from blackboard systems, where, in contrast to multiagent
systems, agents do not have autonomy.
Multiagent systems can be defined as societies of agents working together in order to
achieve common goals. Agents are tried to define in many different ways. From a
theoretical point of view, those definitions are best subsumed in the model of a finite non-
deterministic automata. On the other hand, from a more practical standpoint, agents
models are distinguished in two basic aspects: an object-oriented aspect and the agent´s
role.
The object-oriented standpoint arises from the principle that the agent adopts information
from outside which makes him acting. Note that this means more than pure message
passing, because adopting information may imply receiving as well as perception, while
acting may imply sending a message or affecting the environment by the agent's actuators
(e.g. an arm of a robot).
The role-oriented aspect has to do with the agent´s behavior guided by his intentions. The
notion of role grounds in social science, but even there, it lacks from a satisfying
definition.
As stated above, we assume that agents work together to achieve common goals. Making
this assumption, we already exclude some other issues to multiagent systems, because
agents may also work against each other, thus, implying completely different problems
which will not be considered in this discourse.
As the object- and role-oriented view of an agent are not very restrictive, the obtained
models are various. Consequently, the resulting problems are various as well and so, a
study on the cooperation in multiagent systems must integrate issues differing particularly
in the agent models in the systems. Therefore, in a first step, we have to be aware what
more precisely a multiagent system is and how to point out the differences between those
systems. This will be the content of chapter 2.
Afterwards, we want to talk about the specific problems concerning multiagent systems,
especially, problems of highly developed agents such as communication (chapter 3),
planning (chapter 4), and negotiation (chapter 5).
2. Classifying Multiagent Systems
In this chapter, we try to give a structured overview on multiagent systems. The
discussion is strongly influenced by [Decker& 89], but instead of representing the
content of this paper, we tend to lead a more global discussion in order to point out some
key problems of DAI. Further, we will demonstrate how these key problems could be
examined in detail following some more precise criteria.
22.1. Hierarchical and Shallow Systems
The most obvious difference between multiagent systems is that some of them enclose
several different abstracted layers (hierarchical) and other ones consist just of one layer
(shallow). If we talk about hierarchical systems, three kinds of architecture must be
distinguished:
• tree-like systems,
where the idea is that the behavior of a society of agents emerges as the
behavior of one agent on a more abstract layer; in the same manner, such
higher level agents can be also grouped, thus realizing behavior on a more
abstract level, and so on [Hultman& 89];
a similar idea lays down the subsumption architecture: like operating
systems, the higher levels are built up by the lower ones, and thereby, more
qualified reasoning facilities can be added [ Brooks 91];
• general purpose systems,
where each purpose is realized in a fixed number of layer agents; several
purposes can be integrated into the (open) system, and communication can
take place, horizontally, between the agents on the same level, and vertically,
between the agents pursuing the same purpose [Boissier& 91];
• market-like systems,
where the former approaches are combined following the idea that singleton
organizations specify producers of a certain product (they pursue a certain
purpose) while the organizations themselves define tree-like systems; in order
to achieve goals, the organizations compete among task-specific
measurements as cost, duration, and size [Fox 89].
For the rest of this chapter, each layer of an hierarchical system should be considered as
a shallow system, i.e. all agents on the same layer in, for instance, the general purpose
system form together an organization which can be examined employing criteria as
presented below.
2.2. Reactive and Rational Systems
Although it seems to be an evident difference between multiagent systems, the criteria to
distinguish between reactive and rational systems does not exist in [Decker& 89].
Instead of this, the authors talk about agents which "react in a rational manner".
Apparently, systems cannot be broken into reactive or rational ones in a binary choice,
so this difference has to be explored under some more detailed viewpoints; some
examples:
3• The agents' behavior may be hardcoded into their architecture
• The agents' intentions may be changing
• The agents may have knowledge about the other agents and their
environments; this knowledge may be dynamic
Refering to [Burmeister& 91], agents are described as a triple <I, R, B> with…
I: the intentions of an agent
R: the resources used by the agent1
B: knowledge of the execution of actions
Let us call the triple <I, R, B> the internal state of an agent, then our criteria might all
aim at the same question
"How dynamic is the agent's internal state?"
We want to give some possible answers to this question; of course, these answers can
differ with respect to the part of the internal state <I, R, B> in mind. Here, some
examples:
• the internal state is hardcoded/compiled into the agent's architecture
• the internal state is initialized firmly in the knowledge base
• the content of the knowledge base is fully dynamic and can change any time
using communication facilities
This view on autonomous agents is well suited in the design tool RATMAN [Bürckert&
90]. However, in contrast to the approach in [Burmeister& 91], the agents developed in
RATMAN provide a much more sophisticated structuring for the internal state. They are
developed on different layers between sensoric and learning capabilities. Obviously, if
the centre of gravity of an agent architecture is on the sensoric layer, then the internal
state following the former definition is more hardcoded and the agent's behavior is more
reactive. On the other hand, if agents are developed providing powerful learning
capabilities in order to achieve rational behavior, then more dynamic knowledge bases
are needed.
Some other questions are related to the differentiation between reactive and rational
systems, and we want to complete as follows:
• determinism
As reactive agents are ideally completely hardcoded, they have to act
deterministically where rational agents' behavior depends to a greater extend
on previous events.
1 other agents are considered as resources also
4• locality of the sphere of action
Does an agent know something about the entire world or does he depend on
his perception exclusively?
• number of agents
Is a given problem shared by few or many agents?
Consider a complex problem. If the problem is distributed among a small
number of agents, then everyone is still concerned with a rather complex
subproblem (rational), but if there are a lot of agents, then there is a good
chance that the individual problems are quite simple (reactive).
• composition versus decomposition
What is the kind of goal we want to accomplish? Is it a distributed problem
or do we want to distribute one single overall goal among the agents?
In the latter case, the goal is achieved by decomposing it into subgoal that are
distributed among the agents. After solving the local subproblems, the
subgoals are recombined to form the overall goal [Georgeff 89a]. If the
problem is of a distributed nature, then the steps of decomposition and
recombination are not necessary; in this case, we only have to care for the
good coordination of the local agent processes [Durfee& 89].
As distributed problems are closer to reactive systems, the problem solving
approach by decomposition is more the idea of rational agents.
And two further criteria that deal with the purpose of DAI:
• response time on receiving and sensing
Can information be treated in real time?
Of course, this depends on the kind of demand; the reaction time can be
limited to less than a second, and in other cases, it can take several minutes.
In general, fast response is the main purpose of reactive systems.
• coordinated joint actions
A society of agents can fulfill tasks which are too hard for a single agent. For
instance, two robots can lift something which is too heavy for each one of
them. They have to recognize and to overcome this problem. Hence, this is
the main purpose of rational systems.
2.3. Cooperation
In the following, we will examine the cooperation between agents. From a global point
of view, positive and negative cooperation types are to be differentiated. Starting from
the usual purpose of multiagent systems, we are more interested in the case of positive
cooperation where agents work together towards a common goal. Mostly, the different
5agents cannot act independently, so some kind of synchronization has to be established.
In the case of negative cooperation, we face agents in competition where an agent also
tries to destroy the advantages of another one. As stated in the introduction, we want to
exclude situations of negative cooperation in this report.
Concerning positive cooperation, one should further distinguish between cooperation
with or without communication [Genesereth& 89], where communication may involve
facilities from a simple protocol [Smith 89] up to an artificial language [Cohen& 90,
Huhns& 90].
The cooperation mode of a system is particularly concerned with its classification. This
is obvious, because the power (with respect to the real time constraints) of purely
reactive systems relies on the fact that there is no need to communicate at all, where on
the other side, the power of rational systems relies on the capability to coordinate agents'
joint actions. Therefore, a general design tool for agents of a multiagent system like
RATMAN [Bürckert& 90] must provide facilities to choose the most appropriate
cooperation mode out of a variety of possible ones.
2.4. Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Agents
Mostly, it is easy to decide whether the agents of the system are homogeneous or
heterogeneous. Nevertheless, if agents are heterogeneous in some respect, it may not be
satisfactory to answer that the agents are not homogeneous, because, in fact, it is more
the degree of heterogenity we are interested in. Agents can be rather similar and they
only appear very heterogeneous because of the arbitrary roles they play. On the other
hand, agents can be completely heterogeneous, if the system's conception is to combine
complex agents with very specific capabilities. This difference is important, because it
strongly affects cooperation: if the agents are very heterogeneous, they need to cooperate
by a common language [Huhns& 90]; in the other case, simpler cooperation modes can
be thought of [Smith 89].
2.5. Control




If the agents' roles are completely different, then they can act independently and there is
no need of control. Furthermore, if communication facilities are not available, then all
decisions are made locally without any control instance [Genesereth& 89]. If control is
needed and if this control is distributed, then the agents negotiate (chapter 5) to achieve
good coordination of their actions [Kreifelts& 90]. If the coordination is handled by a
centralized approach, then we have to distinguish between the case when the manager
6who coordinates the agents' actions is always the same [Georgeff 89a] and when the
manager role is assigned to agents dynamically [Cammarata& 89].
3. Issues to Cooperation
This chapter will give some issues to cooperation and the way it is concerned with
communication. I will present, as follows, cooperation without communication,
cooperation by simple communication facilities and by an artificial language. As already
stated in chapter 2.3., we need to be aware about what kind of multiagent system we talk
and when the one technique can or must be applied and when another one should be
chosen. In any case, it has to be mentioned that the approaches presented below are only
some examples to the idea pursued in the chapter.
3.1. Cooperation without Communication
Our discussion of cooperation without communication grounds on [Genesereth& 89]
where the conception is implicit which has to be distinguished from the explicit issues for
very reactive systems.
This approach aims at cases in which communication between agents is not possible
because of, e.g., breakdown or absence of communication equipment. Furthermore, the
analysis could contribute to a benevolent decrease of communication activities which can
be very costly.
Despite the lack of communication, it is assumed that there is enough (sensory)
information available to recognize the intentions and plans of other agents in the
environment.
The basic idea in this paper is that the utility of an action is a function of the action itself
and the actions of the other agents. This function can be described in the so called payoff
matrix. Consider two agents a1 and a2 who can perform actions of a set S1 or S2. Then
the payoff matrix will be a 2-dimensional table over S1 and S2 where, in position (m, n),
2 real numbers indicate the utility for agent a1 of action m when a2 performs n, and the
utility for agent a2 to perform action n when a1 executes m2.
The payoff matrix allows one to make rational decisions about the actions to execute.
Therefore, the dominance of one action over another needs to be decided. This can be
done by comparing the payoffs that follow from the choice of an action and the other
agent's expected reaction (which is an action also). This kind of decision making is called
basic rationality.
Some simple examples like complete independence of agents' actions, the authors are
used to validate the correctness of their basic rationality definition.
2 Those two values are not the same, in general.
7Afterwards, the notion of general rationality is introduced. The definition is rather similar
to the basic rationality definition. The aim of general rationality is to assess the goodness
of various decision functions. An assessment is achieved by comparing the resulting
scopes in the payoff matrix. The advantage of general rationality is that it allows one to
eliminate joint actions in favour of other joint actions, thus giving an implicit best plan.
3.2. Simple Communication
This chapter will talk about simple communication to enable cooperation between agents.
we want to figure out the principal aspects of a communication protocol aspresented in
[Cammarata& 89], the messages used in the Contract Net Protocol [Smith 89], and some
special messages for communication involving negotiation [Kreifelts& 90]. Finally, we
want to come back to [Cammarata& 89] where cooperation with simple communication is
demonstrated by an example within the air traffic control domain. Several alternatives will
be presented.
3.2.1. The Requirements of Simple Communication
Communication between agents must be considered under two points of view:
• a technical view
the focus of attention concerning the technical point of view is on the
following issues:
* should agents be addressed directly (agent-agent-communication) or
in common by broadcasting;
* should new information be propagated over the net or should (new)
information be transmitted when required;
• an organizational view
this has to do with questions like…
* when does the organization arise?
* how is task assignment achieved?
* are agents addressed in a goal- or data-directed3 manner?
* are agents allowed to negotiate about the assignment of a task?
3 goal-directed means that the agents receives a message which makes him perform a certain task,
where data-directed means that the agent handles a value by the way he is designed.
83.2.2. A Simple Communication Protocol
We will introduce the Contract Net Protocol [Smith 89] as an example of simple
communication. The idea behind the protocol is that the joint actions of a society of
agents are coordinated by a manager who sends messages to his potential contractors
announcing that there are some jobs to distribute among them. The announcement can be
addressed to all agents (broadcast) or to only one of them (agent-agent communication).
After that, all the agents who received a message check whether they are able to
contribute to the solution. If this is the case, they answer with a bid where they specify
the kind of contribution. Now, the manager, who collected all those responses in a
queue, decides what agent should perform which task and informs him. In other words,
there are three basic messages in the protocol: the task announcement, the bid, and the
task award. These messages and their important features will be presented below. It
should be mentioned that, depending upon the application, there are a lot of internal
formats that need to be fixed by the designer.
• task announcement
features are…
* abstract task description
* eligibility specification
-> This is to specify the condition under which a potential contractor can bid.
* bid specification
-> This to declare the format of a bid.
* expiration time
-> This is to define a deadline for bids.
* immediate response




-> This is the bid: following the format declared in the task announcement,
the agent makes some propositions of how he could contribute to the solution
of the problem.
If the immediate response flag was set in the announcement of the task, the
agent can also answer with BUSY, INELIGIBLE, and LOW RANKING,
where BUSY means that the node is too busy to answer in a short response
9time, INELIGIBLE means that the agent will be overconstrained together
with his other jobs, and LOW RANKING means that the task has been





-> These are the actions the manager has chosen out of the actions proposed
in the bid
Despite the messages I introduced above, there are still some more that I will introduce
without a detailed discussion of their attributes.
• request message
-> This is a request of information.
• information message
-> This is to transmit information.
• report message
-> This is to inform about the actual state of execution (intermediate or final).
• termination message
-> This is to force an agent to stop his actual process.
• acknowledge message
-> This is to make a contractor answer whether he intends to accept his job or
not.
• node availability message
-> This is to prevent announcements of tasks that cannot be fulfilled because
all agents are too busy. Therefore, the manager sends a node availability
message over the net by broadcast, and waits for an agent to respond. Only
agents who fulfil a certain condition and who are not busy can respond to this
message.
Those are all the messages!
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3.2.3. Special Messages for Negotiation
In [Kreifelts& 90] there are some further special messages to enable negotiation. The
most important ones are presented below:
• action
-> An agent propagates his plan in order to get it confirmed, modified, or
rejected
• approval
-> Confirmation of a plan
• proposal
-> A plan announced before is returned modified
• counter
-> Some parameters of a previous plan need to be modified
• rejection
-> A previous plan is rejected
There are still many very specific messages which are not mentioned here. Furthermore,
all those messages depend on the actual state of the contractor. These states refer to the
negotiation process, they can be, e.g., initial, planned, unresolved, committed,
terminated, among others. In fact, from this technical point of view, negotiation is rather
complex, so a short overview on all the messages and states, and on how these messages
affect these states is impossible. Moreover, it is not the purpose of this chapter to give an
introduction to negotiation.
3.2.4. Examples
Finally, I will present some few examples about how cooperation among agents can be
achieved using a simple communication protocol. The four examples are established in
the air traffic control (ATC) domain where each aircraft approaching the airport under
control can be represented as an agent. The conflicts are evidently the collision of two
aircrafts. Moreover, conflicts can arise from further constraints, such as fuel reserves.
We consider the following alternatives:
(1) centralized control, no information
The organization arises when there is an aircraft which becomes aware of
another one. As this aircraft is the first to have the perception, he becomes the
manager of the organization. The manager knowing about his own intentions
will generate a plan for the other aircraft and will send it to him. Now, the
11
other one adopts this plan and changes his own plan in a way that collisions
can be avoided.
This solution takes no account of the load of the aircrafts. Thus, some agents
can be driven into overconstrained situations due, for instance, to a loss of
fuel. Furthermore, it can happen that it is always the same aircraft which
changes his plans; it would be better to keep the loads of the different agents
balanced.
(2) centralized control, explicit information about resources
This alternative solves the lack of information concerning the load of the
aircrafts. This alternative is rather similar to the first one. Here, an aircraft
becoming aware of another aircraft transmits his load to the other one. This
one will react in the same way, so that, afterwards, both will have the
information of the load of each other. In consequence, they can decide on
who is the most constrained agent, and therefore, shall should be manager in
this situation which means that it will be he who propagates his plan.
This solution allows safe landing of the aircrafts, but this way to achieve
planning is not very satisfactory, because the aircraft with the highest load is
not necessarily the best for planning. In general, it would be better, if the
agent who is the most familiar with the intentions of all the aircrafts in the
environment should perform planning in order to avoid avalanches of newly
created conflicts.
(3) centralized control, explicit information about resources and implicit
information about intentions
As criticized above, aside from the load factors, the agents also exchange
knowledge factors, so that the most competent agent can be chosen for
planning.
This solution has one big problem; that is, the intentions of the other agents
must be deduced from their current behavior. In the case that one agent
changes his behavior in an unexpectedly manner, all previous planning can
become invalid and must be modified or recalculated.
(4) distributed control, explicit information about resources and implicit
information about intentions
In this solution, we start by exchanging load and knowledge factors as
described in the previous case. After that, the most suitable (following the
criteria mentioned before) agent generates and transmits a plan. Now, the
receiver checks this plan against his own intentions, and if there is
disagreement, he sends back a modified plan, and so on.
This solution is highly dangeous, because it leads to an enormous increase in
communication load, and that there is no guarantee that planning will ever
12
succeed. In any case, as communication is very expensive, this cannot be an
efficient solution to the problem.
3.3. Cooperation with an Artificial Language
The means of creating an artificial language is to achieve communication for cooperation
among highly developed agents. This approach was first mentioned in articles presenting
a theory of intelligent agent cooperation, especially, multiagent planning [Werner 89,
Cohen& 90]. In those approaches, the main idea is that a good plan for a society of
agents depends essentially on the interchange of agents' intentions, so that the notion of a
simple communication has to be dropped due to the lack of flexibility of the underlying
protocols.
As mentioned in chapter 2, it is not obvious how one distinguishes an artificial language
from simple communication in the sense of protocols when only information for planning
is exchanged.
One step further towards the creation of artificial languages is presented in [Wittig 90]
and [Huhns& 90] which aim at combining existing expert systems to construct a more
powerful overall system. In these approaches, the need of an artificial language is
obvious, because the representations of knowledge (facts and actions) and intentions of
the different systems can be rather different, thus, coordination can be achieved only by
"conversation". And in fact, one of the basic ideas of these projects is the development of
an artificial language.
In [Huhns& 90] the translation problems are solved introducing the language RAD. By
the example of OPS5, the authors show how one translates commands of the standard
network language RAD into commands of design languages for expert system and vice
versa. They enclose every single system into a module called communication aide
enabling the interchange of commands and information with other systems using RAD.
However, transfering knowledge from one node to another cannot be handled in both
projects.
4. Planning
We want to discuss four papers about planning in multiagent systems. The first article
[Georgeff 89a] presents an idea for the transition from classical planning towards
multiagent planning. Afterwards, we want to introduce Georgeff's theory of multiagent
planning [Georgeff 89b] and Cohen and Levesque's notion of intention [Cohen& 90].
Finally, we want to show how Rao [Rao& 91] fused former ideas to intention-directed
multiagent planning.
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4.1. From Classical to Multiagent Planning
In this approach [Georgeff 89a], an individual plan is defined as the sequence of actions.
A rough view on how a suitable overall plan is created to accomplish a common goal is
given. The method comprises four basic steps:
(1) The goal is decomposed into subgoals.
(2) The subgoals are distributed among the agents.
(3) The agents create local plans to achieve their individual goals.
(4) The local plans are synchronized.
The main problem of synchronization is to recognize unsafe regions, because within
those regions the order of actions might misfit or deadlocks can occur. The following
rules are given to decide if a region is unsafe or not. Let ai and bj be actions and
P=a1..am and Q=b1..bn be individual plans. Then unsafe regions can be detected by
looking for unsafe states:
(* order *)
(1) <begin(ai), begin(bj)>, if ai and bj do not commute;
(2) <begin(ai), end(bj-1)>, if ai is not allowed to happen before bj;
(* deadlock *)
(3) <begin(ai), begin(bj)>, if all successing states are unsafe;
(4) <begin(ai), end(bj)>, if <end(ai), end(bj)> is unsafe;
(5) <end(ai), end(bj)>, if all successing states are unsafe.
Checking a state to be safe or not is very expensive, because it relies on checking all
successing states (rules 3-5). Therefore, a more efficient test based on two rules is
presented:
(1) the region is safe, if <end(am), end(bn)> is safe.
(2) the region is unsafe, if <begin(a1), end(bn)> and <end(am), begin(b1)> are unsafe.
When unsafe regions are found synchronization can be established by inserting two
primitive actions:
(1) Receive State from Process. (? s p)
(2) Send State to Process. (! s p)
Note that this is the step from classical planning to multiagent planning. In the classical
approach we also start by decomposing a goal and associating subplans to subgoals, but
we do not have a problem of synchronization, because actions are performed
sequentially. And so, instead of synchronizing actions, we only have to check the pre-
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and the post-conditions of the actions and put them in the right order to avoid violation of
conditions.
4.2. A General Theory of Planning in Multiagent Systems
The main idea of this theory [Georgeff 89b] is that each agent in the multiagent world is
associated with a process, and so, a theoretical model of process must be developed. This
is done in two steps: first, the process model of a single agent is created; second, two
agents' process models are combined to one common process model (this is the idea of
cooperation).
4.2.1. A Single Agent Process Model
A process is a 7 tuple consisting of…
(1) S, a set of world states;
(2) F, a set of atomic actions;
(3) C, a set of control points (where conditions are to be checked);
(4) ∂, a function to associate control points to actions in order to decide if those are
suitable or not;
(5) P, a function which decides the set of reachable worlds given a control point c;
(6) and (7) initial and final control point of the process.
4.2.2. A Multiagent Process Model
Considering the single agent process model (4.2.1.), two (parallel) process models can
be combined into one common process model as follows:
(1) S is the set of world states as before;
(2) F = F1 ˙ F2;
(3) C = C1 × C2 (the control points are pairs of control points);
(4) For the association of a control point to an action each agent follows his own control
points (agent1 C1/ agent2 C2), where the other component of the joint control point stays
unchanged;
(5) P(<c1, c2>) = P1(c1) œ P2(c2)4 ;
(6) <ci1, ci2> (the common initial control point);
4 The intersection explains why there may be a deadlock. In the case that, for instance, each agent
has allocated a resource, they can block each other by the conditions specified in the control points and no
more actions can be executed.
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(7) <cf1, cf2> (the common final control point).
Note: This general theory of multiagent planning represents an important basic issue to
the development of distributed planning systems. The idea that  joint behavior of a society
of agents emerges as the behavior of one high-level agent is consequently pursued in the
issue presented in chapter 4.4., thus, realizing a planning system conform to the theory
as just introduced.
4.3. Intention
The good behavior of highly developed agents depends on the rational balance of their
cognitive basic features as belief, goal, plan, intention, commitment, and action. There
are a lot of papers where the authors mention something like intention-driven behavior of
agents (e.g. [Cammarata& 89, Werner 89, Singh 90, Rao& 91]), but only less work
aims at really formalizing the notion of intention.
A nice introduction to this notion was given in the article from Cohen and Levesque
[Cohen& 90]. As intention has become a very important aspect for distributed planning,
we want to give a short summary of this article. In fact, [Cohen& 90] aims at much more
than just the formalization of intention, but we want to limit our attention to only this
point. Concerning the intention notion an intuitive and a philosophical issue, and finally,
a formal definition will be presented.
4.3.1. An Intuitive Issue.
Intention can be determined in the following five rules:
(1) Adopt suitable intention
(2) Keep intentions, but not forever
(3) Drop satisfied intentions
(4) Change your intentions when you change your beliefs
(5) Adopt subsidiary intentions for planning
As shown above, intention is rather near to the notions plan and goal. This motivates an
operational formalization of intention, but due to the following problems, the idea of
considering intentions as the content of plans has to be dropped.
(1) In classical approaches, plans and actions are separate, but what we
want is that, by commitment, planning leads immediately to action.
(2) Normally, an intention is more abstract than the plan to fulfil it.
(3) Reasoning on an operational structure is rather complicated.
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4.3.2. A Philosophical Issue.
In some philosophical approaches [Bratman 87, Searle 90], the notion of intention is
reduced to belief and desire (in an AI terminology goal). Furthermore, present- and
future-directed intentions (in other papers introduced as short- and long-term intentions)
can be distinguished, where present-directed intentions lead to commitment immediately.
Despite that, Searle [Searle 90] points out that intention is self-referential which means
that someone who really intends to do something will act to fulfil this intention.
Finally, going back to an idea of Bratman [Bratman 87] who defines intention as a choice
(which depends on his believes and goals) and commitment, we get the simple formula:
Intention = Choice + Commitment
In order to settle intention in a formal system, Bratman proposes rules as follows:
(1) Agents have to point out ways to accomplish their goals.
(2) Adopting an intention must not conflict with the constraints of other
intentions of the agent.
(3) Agents must "track" the success of the execution of their actions, and
in case of failure, replanning should emerge.
…and 4 criteria for choosing the best intention i:
(4) The agent believes i is possible.
(5) The agent does not believe that his plan will fail.
(6) The agent beliefs, he will achieve i under some condition.
(7) The agent need not intend all side-effects of his intention.
4.3.3. A Formal Approach.
The transformation of Bratman's idea into a formal system and the discourses of the
semantics involve too many axioms that cannot be presented in short, so we only want to
point out some basic aspects. The first one is that we must have a notion of persistent
goal which is meant to specify a (long-term) intention. In order to describe a persistent
goal, the use of modal logic must be provided to our system. Furthermore, four
operators are defined:
• HAPPENS specifying the next action to perform5,
• DONE specifying the last action to be executed6,
5 implying commitment for the short-term intention
6 This is necessary to check the outcomes of a previous action, especially actions of other agents.
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• GOAL specifying a long-term intention,
• BELief states whether a goal or fact is believed to be achieved or not.
Associated with the operators HAPPENS and DONE are formulas about actions that can
be as well primitive as composite, where composite expressions are constructed by
sequencing, non-determinsitic choice, test (e.g., to check the effects of a previous action)
and iteration.
The organizational aspects, especially the notions social intention and social commitment
are omitted in this paper.
Note: In contrast to this approach, Werner proposes a formalization of intention as a set
of strategies to fulfil a given goal [Werner 89].
4.4. A General Approach to Multiagent Planning
Recently, Rao, Georgeff, and Sonenberg [Rao& 91] take some ideas presented in the
chapters 4.1. - 4.3. and put them together to a new approach for multiagent planning.
The first idea is to combine simpler plans to complex plans as demonstrated in [Georgeff
89b]. In analogy, the authors combine groups of agents to more sophisticated agents with
high developed capabilities, so called social agents. And the second idea is to have agents
guided by their intentions.
Rao, Georgeff, and Sonenberg distinguish between goals and intentions as persistent
goals. The idea is to drop intentions the moment they can no longer be satisfied or the
agents succeeds in accomplishing them. The approach includes modal and temporal
logics that are missing in the first issue by Georgeff [Georgeff 89a].
Plans are defined as
(1) primitive plans,
(2) complex plans
where the latter are closed under
(a) sequencing (p1;p2),
(b) parallelism (p1||p2),
(c) non-deterministic choice (p1|p2),
(d) plans to achieve a value a (!a)7,
7 This was the syntax of receiving in Georgeff´s article (4.1.).
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(e) plans to ask a value a to be true (?a)8.
In a next step, the plans constructed as described above must be associated with agents.
In analogy to the plans, agents are distinguished in single and social agents (a group of
some or all agents). A plan associated with some kind of agent (single or social) is called
a social plan expression (agents commit to a plan). Such a social plan expression can be
decomposed from an abstract level into more basic levels by distributing the less abstract
subplans among the agents of the society where the decomposition can continue in the
same manner: the agents of this society can be social (composite) agents and the subplans
can be complex plans, permitting distribution of subplans among agents, and so on...
Afterwards, in order to allow intention-directed behavior a temporal tree logic and some
modal operators are introduced. Thus, two kinds of operators are defined:
(1) path operators and
(2) state operators.
The state operators are valid for (state) formulas at a point in time and the path operators
belong to (path) formulas on branches in the time tree. The path operators are interesting
for warranting persistent goals.
Modal operators are:
(1) paths:
• optional -> there exists a path…
• inevitable -> on all paths…
(2) states:
• BEL -> beliefs that a formula is valid
• GOAL -> specifying a long-term intention
• INTEND -> specifying a short-term intention
Those three state operators are defined for single agents, and for some or all members of
a society separately. So, for instance, the mutual belief of a group can be distinguished
from the belief of a single agent.
5. Negotiation
This discussion about negotiation is particularly influenced by [Lâasri& 90], because it is
first of all this article that presents a general introduction to the subject. Closer to an
application, some approaches have been presented in the context of simple
communication; in particular [Kreifelts& 90] gives details concerning the
8 This was the syntax of sending in Georgeff´s article. Note that this is not deciding a; maybe,
the execution of this plan will never succeed.
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implementational requirements for negotiation between agents with a centralized
negotiation manager (chapter 3.2.3.).
Multiagent systems are concerned with two kinds of conflicts (problems):
• the domain problem
• the control problem
The domain problem arises from inconsistent solutions to some local tasks, and the
control problem is the problem of achieving good coordination of agents' actions (e.g. no
deadlocks). Both problems can be solved by negotiation.
In multiagent systems, negotiation can be defined as a process of reaching agreement





• partial cluster solutions;
they can be created
• independently
• in reaction to another proposal
• in reaction to the critique of a previous proposal.
Critiques are represented as composite objects including…
• a positive part (agreement)
• a negative part (disagreement)
• an explanation (the reasons for agreeing or disagreeing)
• a counterproposal
Another problem in negotiation is to decide for when it should take place. In principal,
negotiation may occur in each phase of joint problem solving; this means: during goal
formulation (e.g. decomposition), goal determination (the phase to decide the next
action), goal allocation (distribution of subgoals among agents), and goal achievement
(e.g., recombination). The proper conflict detection that makes negotiation necessary may
appear…
9 Unforunately, the authors do not explain what partial or cluster solutions look like for actions in
the control problem.
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• in the local environment
• because of activities of the other agents
• during the negotiation process.
After the detection of a conflict, proposals have to be signaled to other agents that need to
be specified implicitly or explicitly in advance.
6. Other Aspects
Aside the cooperation aspects mentioned above, there are some more that have not been
integrated, yet.
First of all, we have to recognize that we started our discussion about multiagent systems
with the notice that the most obvious difference is that some systems are hierarchical and
others are shallow, and we broke down the hierarchical systems into their layers and
considered each layer as an entire shallow multiagent system. All aspects of cooperation
in multiagent systems we discussed in this report, assumed that cooperation takes place
horizontally. But, in fact, concerning hierarchical systems, this is only one of two
aspects, because the cooperation of the different layers has to be examined, too.
A discourse about vertical cooperation could be split into three different points of view:
intention, resources, and behavior [Burmeister& 91].
Concerning the intentional aspect, this is still a completely open question.
Concerning the resources of the agents, we have to be aware that agents on different
layers are heterogeneous, and therefore, the interchange of information may require some
kind of artificial language and special translation mechanisms. Those translation
mechanisms could particularly be examined with respect to the three measurements
presented in [Fox 89]: cost, time [Stein 91], and space.
Concerning the behavior, this has to do with the interrelation between the agents'
architecture and their cooperation. Especially for reactive systems without
communication, this is a crucial question: it deals with how agents' individual behavior
need to be designed to emerge as the desired behavior of a higher level agent [Wavish
91].
Finally, there is still a very important aspect that is not treated at all in the articles we have
found: this is the assessment of competence. This is important, because it is not clear for
a social goal of a social agent, who is the best single agent to commit which (sub-) goal.
In general, it will not be sufficient to decide this problem by means of a payoff matrix.
Here is still a lot of work to do.
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